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Book Talk Today

Fair After Fog

Soren Klerkegaard’s "Sickand "Fear and
ness Into Death"
*remitting" will be the book
topic today at 12:30 in
deteria rooms A and It. Dr.
Hobert Larsen, assIstluit proleswill direct the
wr of philosophy,
talk.

SANTA CLARA VALLEY:
Fair today except early morning high fog; high today 68-74;
low tonight 45-50; northwesterly winds 10-20 m.p.h., afternoons.

OL

Forty counselors and 20 alternates Were selected from 165 students applying for positions at the
annual Freshman Camp, Sept. 1113 at Asilomar, Steve Walsh, camp
director, announced.
Twenty men were selected with
10 Male alternates, and a corresponding number of women, he
said. Counselors will participate in
a training program on April 22. 29
and May 6. These will last for a
couple of hours each, Walsh said,
and should prepare the counselors
for their job at camp.
Camp
committee
Freshman
members include Walsh, director;
Ziska Baum, assistant director;
Carl Maloney and Joyce Rowson,
discussion directors; Karen Brooks,
registration; Becky Fudge, housing; Guy Gleason, athletic director, and Don Dunton, special
events.

SAN FRANCISCO (14’1)A
midille-aged woman walked Into
a liquor store las* night, her
hand in her pocket as though
she had a gun.
"I hate to do this," she told
clerk Tony O’Donnell, "but give
me everything you’ve got."
"Okay," O’Donnell said. "let’s
we if you can draw first."
He put his hand in his own
pocket as though reaching for a
gam The woman ran out of the
%tore.
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Siema Phi Epsilon fraternity
members may not get thrown into
the street after all.
Eviction proceedings, threatened
since early March, never were
served on the fraternity, Pres.
Dick Callender said yesterday.
"Yep, we’re still here," he quipped.
Leonard Marks Jr., who says he
awns the fraternity premises at
70 S 14th St., told the Greeks in
March they ha.d three days to pay
43600 back rent or "vacate the
premises."
Fraternity officers said Marks
couldn’t demand rent because he
dnesn’t own the house or property.
They said Marks negotiated the
Purchase of the property for them.
Three weeks ago Marks’ attorney. Wesley Overson, ’ said the
victinn proceedings had been
Hod.
(r erson refused to comment
’.A.riay when asked why the achad not been pressed.
-

’Sw;ngingt Relays
Choose Theme
"Swinging in the Spring" will
be the theme for the 10th
annual
Lambda Chi Alpha Pushcart ReItYs. which Will be held May 13
at the County Fairgrounds.
The Lambda Chi Alpha Cres’ent Girl, to be chosen May 2,
will reign over the relays.
’
Wilsief,
Lambda Chi
Hiy chairman, said yesterthat ail campus organizations,
nr independent, are invited
to enter the relays.
Information is available by calling Wilslef at
CYpress 7-9989.
Itradline for entries is April 21

Blood Cards in Quad

cards fur the rommunit,
c.rr% leo Committee
blood dm,
he picked up today at booths
10 the fluter
Quad.
ftne hundred and fifty pints of
blond have been
pledged, but this
otal is short of
the god of
254)
The Bloodmobile
will be on
t ’melts tomorrow,
serving
"1 coffee to those whodonuts
’rive
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Student Court Asks
Greater Authority

Announced

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Frat ’Still There
-No Eviction Yet
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Greek Doors Open Student Council Approval
Today for Campus; Would Revamp Judiciary
Carnival Set Friday A new judiciary system at SJS is just Student Council
By JOANNE OSMAN

ctatots by J.

’Clerk’ Starts Second Run Tonight
Danny Zanvettor looks on as Peter Nyberg makes
an appeal to Lelia Walker in a scene from act
three of "Confidential Clerk" by T. S. Eliot.
The play will run tonight through Saturday night

U.S. Flying Saucer
Could Be Reality
If Tests Succeed
WASHINGTON (UPI)
The
United States will test-fly its first
"flying saucer" this summer, a defense expert slid yesterday.
The expert, who is connected
with the program, said the public
will be "absolutely amazed" at
the new manned aircraft when
Pentagon secrecy wraps finally
are taken off, perhaps this year.
"Fve never seen anything
like it In all the years I’ve
spent in aviation," he told UPI,
"and that’s most of my life."
He said the saucer will be able
to skim close to the ground, dart
between trees, dip into small valleys and generally hug the earth’s
surface, thus confounding enemy
radar. It also will be able to hover
over a fixed spot and move sideways.
The saucer will provide the
Army with a modern airborne
"cavalry," he said. Troops and
supplies could be rushed anywhere
despite the terrain ---whether it
be mud, ice, water or mountains.
A few tkl-bits about the saucer
were disclosed at congressional
hearings yesterday, namely that
It was not designed for use in
outer space. However, the saucer
will he able to fly at altitudes
now reached by conventional
aircraft.
The speed is classified secret
hut the model developed for the
Army will zip along at a clip "less
than supersonic." However, it will
go faster than other vertical takeoff aircraft such as the helicopter.

P. vanEttingor

in College Theater. Curtain time each night
is 8:15. Dr. Jack Neeson is director. Tickets
are on sale at the Speech and Drama box office
daily from I to 5 p.m.

News Analyst Winte r
Hits U.S. Indifference
By JOANNE OSMAN

"It is up to the citizens of the I .S. to study problems of
Latin American countries and to help them solve their own
problems," William Winter, news analyst, told a near capacity
audience in the Morris Dailey Auditorium yesterday.
As main speaker for the campus observance of Pan American Day, Winter delved into the current political and economic
crises facing the Americas today and offered several solutions

4to them:
--Help the people to help themselves through improving economic and social conditions, not
through providing hand-outs.
Utilize the United Nations by
Tax on income on line It if asking it to set up a commission
line 11 is under $5,000 and you to study these countries and work
do not Itemize deduction, use tax with the governments involved.
"People in the United States
table.
Tongue-twisters like this may grow up ignoring Latin Amen.’ ’
be bothering you tonight more Winter declared. Ile explain.
than blue cards if you are one of that our superiority in thinking
the procrastinating students who that we are the only "Americans"
has not yet done battle with the does much to damage good will
1040 and W-2 form. Both state with our neighbors in the Westand federal income tax returns ern Hemisphere.
are due today.
To illustrate this reasoning,
Yep, like the contest says, "en- Winter cited the late Sen. Jostries must be postmarked not later eph McCarthy as an example.
than midnight April 13, 1959."
McCarthy opposed Communism.
Who must file?
he said, so anyone who opposed
You must file a federal income him was considered anti-Comtax return if you are one of the munist and was necessarily "evil"
lucky students who earned more himself.
Winter described Guatemala
than $600 in 1958.
If you are single, $2,000 makes and British Guiana as countries
you eligible for the California suffering from economic and socstate income tax game. If mar- ial poverty.
ried. $3,300 puts you into the
The late Philippine president,
state tax bracket.
Ramon Magsaysay, was named by
Anyway, this is the day. Our Winter as the "only democratic
father in the White House does leader in the world to successfully
not smile upon those who fail to defeat the Communists." Magsayheed the deadline.
say did this. Winter said, by undermining the Communist doctrine, by further equalizing the
economic structure of the country and by moving poor families
to new land where they Could
earn their own living.
Winter witnessed the recent
Cuban rebellion in which Fidel
Castro came to power. He stated
HAVANA -- Dominican Ambassador Prof inn Rubirosa, repre- that, at present, he found no poby
Premier
repeatedly
sentative here of a government denounced
lice or enforcement agency in
Fidel Castro, narrowly escaped death Friday night when unidentified Havana and little if any crime.
night.
last
announced
terrorists bombed his embassy, it was
Castro told the people they were
The bomb fell in a patio is few feet from where Rubirosa and his on their honor. Winter reported.
fired
several
also
attackers
French (fifth) wife were sitting. The
Winter noted that future re’hots at the building.
bellions similar to the recent
No one was injured.
Cuban uprising are likely to ocA wall shielded the ambassador and his wife, Odile, a former ac- cur in Haiti and in the Dominican
tress, from the bomb blast.
Republic. He indicated that Cuba
probably is giving aid to the rebel
VOLCANO ROCKS JAPAN
TOKYO (UPI) -- Mount Asama. roughly 75 air miles northwest forces in these countries.
"The people are soverigns,"
)f Tokyo, exploded with all its volcanic fury last night, showering
he said. "It is up to the people
ashes as far away as the Japanese capital.
Reports reaching Tokyo said the volcano, which erupted about to inform themselves by writ8:30 p.m., JST, sent smoke and ashes as high as 7000 meters (22,960 ing to their elected representatives to tell them what they feel
feet) into the air.
The volcano was still smoking as of 11 p.m., the reports said. hut should be done."
The problem today, he said,
the rumbling which first followed the eruption lasted for only eight
is that we in America have this
minutes.
No injury to people was reported and no one was reported in sovereignty and the power, but
not use it.
danger, though several minor forest fires had been started.

Last Minute Filers
Find Backs to Wall

UPI ROUNDUP

Rubirosa Escapes Death
From Terrorist’s Bomb

Students will get an inside view
of Greek living tomorrow afternoon when sororities and fraternities open their doors from 3 to 5
p.m. for Greek Week open house.
This is the second Greek Week
function open to all students. The
first was the opening religious service Sunday at Concert Hall.
Tonight’s Greek Week function
Is a discussion-dinner for all
Greeks at 5:30 in the Cafeteria. A
panel will lead the discussion of
"public opposition to Greek organizations."
Representing the faculty on the
panel will be Dr. Elizabeth A.
Greenleaf and Robert S. Martin,
associate student deans, and Robert L. Baron, assistant to the dean
of students.
Linda Lucas, Independent Worn.
en’s Housing Council president,
.nd Dick Johnston, Independent
Men’s Council president, will present the independents’ viewpoint.
Representing the Greeks will be
Toan Price, Panhellenic Council
,resident, and Sid Thompson, Interfraternity Council president.
Final Greek Week function will
be the all-campus Greek Carnival
at Spartan Stadium, Friday from
6 to 12 p.m.

Tourney Begins at 7
The ninth annual all -college
volleyball tournament will be
held tonight and tomorrow night
from 7 to 10 in the Men’s Gym.
Sponsored by Men’s Intranuirals, WAA, and Co-Roe, the
event is free and all students
are ins tied to watch.
Plaques will be awarded to
Individual members of the winning team.

approval away.
Chief Justice Dick Christiana yesterday presented to the
Student Court the College Life Committee’s proposed student
judicial system which will give more authority to the court.
When such a system is approved, the Student Court may
be the organ for handling such matters as book thefts, student
tdrinking cases, and the like.
Senate

Bi? lls

Top Agenda
A report from Stan Stevens on
San Jose State’s role in the current state college fight to prevent passage of two Senate bills
tops the agenda at today’s Student Council meeting at 2:30 p.m.
in the Student Union.
Stevens will seek council approval of a resolution by the state
college presidents’ association opposing the proposed bills. Reason
for the opposition is the belie’
that such legislation would subject student body funds to regulation by the State Department of
Finance.
A second topic under discussioe
will be a report by Chief Justice
Dick Christiana on the racial discrimination petition being planned
by Bill Parker,
ASB Pres. Dick Robinson will
open applications for student
body prosecuting attorney for the
next two weeks. Discussion of
Iota Rho Chi recognition will also
be held,
Robinson stated that the College Life Committee’s proposal
for revision of the judiciary system will probabfy be studied by
the governmental body today.

dent court has long been an election issue on the SJS campus but
up to this time, no concrete plan
for improvement had been made.
Two new boards will be organized for upper level judicial
decisions if Student Council
grants its approval. The first
will be a Judicial Coordinating
Board composed of three students and an equal number of
administrators. Their purpose
will be to refer all student eases
to the proper judicial body.
At present, the decision to refer
student cases is handled by the
dean of students.
A second co-olip. an Appeal
Board, is also in the planning
stage. The board will be composed of students appointed by
Student Council, Panhellenic, In.
ten-fraternity Council, and the independent men’s and women’s
councils. The dean of students,
.two associate deans and two faculty members will complete this
body.
The board would hear appeals
by campus organizations and individuals who oppose the decision
made by any addjudicial body.
Retrials and the decision to reassign a particular case to a different court will also be under.
the jurisdiction of the Appeals
’
Board.
In other court business, Proseriding Attorney Milt von Dawn
announced that election applicants will be permitted to put
posters on the grass between the
Reserve Book Room of the Library and the Speech and
Drama Building if such action
is approved by the Student Activities Board. Election petitions are due Tuesday, he said.

Satellite Capsule Recovery
Undertaken at 900-1 Odds
Nienlils
vt.wkinq
N.ANI/LNI3ERG AIR H/11(1.:
against 900-1 odds hoped to recover an instrument package yesterday
from the polar orbiting Discoverer II satelite.
But oficials first had to determine whether the 1.600-pound baby
moon had stabilized in a flight position horizontal to earth, necessary
before the 195-pound instrument capsule could be ejected over the
Pacific Ocean,
4
Signals from the Air Force
satellite, blasted into space
Monday as part of a long-range
project designed to lead to manned vehicles were received "loud
and clear" at stations in Hawaii, Alaska and here.
An attempt at Cape Canaveral,
Fla., Monday to send up two earth
Winners of the Joe College, satellites in a single Vanguard
Betty Coed contest were Gil rocket failed when the rocket’s
Zaballos of Delta Sigma Phi, and second stage did not fire properCarol Amebic of Alpha Omicron ly.
The Vanguard carried in its
Pi, Skip Fisk, Sophomore Class
third stage a metallic cylinder
president, announced.
designed to collect data on the
Zaballos had a final total of earth’s magnetic field and another
far
ahead
of
the
votes,
in
$48.64
satellite made of an inflatable
second place candidate, Tom plastic balloon which was to drift
Mason of Theta Xi, who had a slowly in a descending orbit
around the earth and be visible
total of $19.88.
Miss Amble ran a closer race, to moon -watch teams.
winning with a total of $103.90.
Discoverer II was reported
Close behind her Came Mari Mor- by the Air Force orbiting the
ris of Gamma Phi Beta with a earth every 90.84 minutes at a
total of $90.43.
speed of more than 17.000 miles
More than $100 mune in the an hour. It ranged from a% far
last two or three minutes, Fisk as 241 miles from earth to as
said.
close as 156 milers
Gross profits realized from the
It was the first attempt to recontest and dance were $496.50. cover a capsule from an orbiting
Becky Fudge handled the con- satellite by this country. The Rustest, in conjunction with Chuck sians claim to have made such a
Allard, activities chairman of the recovery.
class.
Cargo planes trailing two 30"With a total of more than $1200 foot poles behind with a trapeze
In the class treasury," Fisk said. device stretched the 30-foot width
"the class is ready to plan many of the poles planned to fly by the
social and class functions in which slow -falling capsule and attempt
all sophomores may participate." to snag it in mid-air. They were
The next meeting of the class to have about 10 minutes to acwill be Monday at 3:30 p.m. In complish their task before the
S142.
package hit the ocean.

Sophs Name
Title Winners

Mike Deaver of the Student
ehristian Council appeared before
the court to hear its decision on
whether or not the SCC is a
recognized campus organization.
Deaver said SCC is no longer
active and the group lost its
recognition.
Co-Bee changed a plea of "Not
Guilty" to "Guilty" to a charge
of failing to turn in an evalualion form, The group was fined
46*
The Newman. Club admitted
their guilt to a contempt of court
charge. Newman President George
Raine was sentenced to work two
hours in the activities office for
failing to comply with the court’s
first sentence,

:.

Cragg Crampon, the
foremost authority on
unclimbed mountains,
says the Abominable
Snow Mound in
Laurence, Tibet,
can only be -scaled
comfortably in
Walkover Vel-Flex
cushioned innersole
shoes from R/A.
A reg. 24.95
shoe for 20.95.

ROOS ATKINS
First at Santa Clara
*
ke4ti=eeNxeex.::.::-:-se.eex.:.xen
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EXCHANGE COLUMN
"Go man, go!" is the message
’ the beat generation. a La Sierra
Criterion writer tells us. "Two
young men have authored a popular book dealing with the ’beatniks’ entitled. THE BEAT GENERATION AND THE ANGRY
YOUNG MEN. The heart of the
book as expressed by Jack Kero’Jac, is simply this: We’ve got to
go and we’ve never got to stop going. We’ve got, to get there."
"Where we going man?"
"I don’t know; but we’ve gotta
go."
-The collegian is different. Yes,
he is a man on the go, but he
knows where he is going. Sometimes, though, the pace of his going is frightfully rapid.
’A thousand and one responsibilities scream ’go man go!’ Activities and responsibilities are
good in themselves, but often, as
Chadwick has put it, ’Activities
are multiplied that meditation
may be ousted ...’ "
"Somewhere activity must cease,
that meditation may begin."

I would like a book on
how to train People!
Roberts Books have
.
for interested peopie. The
friendly book store across from
the library with the reasonab,

ROBERTS BOOKS

STUDENTS ...
FACULTY
Do You Need Extra Money?
We re not loaning or giving it,
but we are definitely giving
you the opportunity to earn
$64 or more by working 12-15
convenient spare h ours per
Neel.
Men & Women, Qualificafioni
Have a Car.

CALL CY 3-5802

125 S. FOURTH ST.

W. C. Lean Jewelers

Lean & Jung

55 Years In San Jose

for the first lady of your heart

Friday is application deadline
for Associated Women Student officer candidates, according to Jane
DiVecchio, publicity chairman.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Forms may be obtained and returned to the AWS Lounge.
Open positions are president,
first and second vice presidents,
secretary and treasurer.
Elections will take place with
ASB elections, April 30-May 1.

Outstanding persons in correctional work will be donating their
time to lead discussion groups at
Dusei,
conference.
.
theDrcofe
J.
SJS vice
Dr.
president, will deliver the opening
address,
v
pusaddel
Various student groups on camwill be assisting with the
event. They are Sociology Club,
Social Work Club, CSTA, Industrial Arts, Occupational Therapy

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111114 JERRY NACHMAN11111111111111/111111111
CLUNKING OVER OUR ELECTRIC pen pal machine yesterday
flashed the globe-rattling announcement that 131 years ago Mr. Noah
Webster was running off the last copies of his somewhat lengthy
novel on the word
Although having almost no plot and lacking any structure.
save for the stiff binding, his book has always held a great deal
of fascination for me. I have inked many a thumb twilit the book
and the lip flipping along through the language, trying to maintain if I actually does go before e in the word niether
I have found my main barrier in keeping the king’s English from
being dethroned is the fact. that I am too easily sidetracked from the
business at hand by brightly painted pictures.
The word never passes when I do not find myself poring ponderously over a glossy page of "Precious and Semi-Precious Gems" or
"Cathedrals and Other Religious Edifices." One afternoon I caught
myself sprawled out on the kitchen floor studying up on "50 Wild
Flowers of America," when what I had come for was to locate a
definition for the word "homogenized."
Well, I was going along just fine in the c’s, d’s, and e’s when
all of a sudden my fingernail screeched to a halt (as only fingernails can dot and there I was, right in the middle of a pickerel
weed and surrounded on the left by a clump of orange milkworts.
*
*
*
I SUPOSE MORE THAN A FEW of us have played Noah’s little
game of hide -and -go-seek the word. It is a cute amusement he has derived for driving us mad by keeping the definition well hidden until
he is darn good and ready to tell us the answer; here is an actual
case taken from our files:
"mammals");
"Aviary"): "Aviary"(see
’Ostrich"(see
and back again. Such is the normal theory of evolution of an
ostrich In Webster’s word world.
If you are tired of his game, I have invented another pastime
named "Spin the Definition," whereby you locate the word and then
read down a foot-long pillar of words until an understandable meaning
is found.
Then try and figure out what all this dishwash stands for:
"os-trich (os-trich: formerly often, and still ocean., -trij;155), n.:
pl. OSTRICHES (-e:a: -ix: I19), Note. (ME. ostriche, ostrice, fr.
OF. ostruche (F. antruche), fr. L mks struthio, Ir. uvis bIrd/struthio ostriche. See AVI.ARY: STRUTHIOUS.)"
There! Didn’t I warn you? "See AVIARY" Surethat’s all they
want.
Besides the basic problem of tracking down words, there is a secondary puzzle which has me baffled: How do they cut the little semicircular thumb-holes in the side?
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TICO TACOS
Try Our Delicious

RANCHBURGER
1/4 -Lb. Ground Beef on Soft French Roil
Lettuce. Tomatoes, Pickles, Onion:,
ONLY

Mexico Session Open

Guadalajara Summer School, an
extension program of the University of Arizona in cooperation with
Stanrord University professors, offers a six-week session in Guadalajara, Mexico, from June 29 to
Aug. 7.
Tuition, board and room are
$233. Persons interested may write
to Prof. Juan B. Rael, Box X,
Stanford University.

Club and physical
educatiQn
groups.
The Placement
Office’s iticham
E. Murphy, and the
Sociology rit.
partment are sponsoring
the eon.
ference.
No fee will be charged,
414
sheets are available
in CH224,
through campus
organizations, ahd
on boards throughout
the ealtpus,
A no-host luncheon
will folk%
the eonferenee

EVERYONE
LIKES TO EAT

eartkpeople
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:sass’s in Russia and Ameri,..,

By LOUISE CLOUSE
"Have humanities been forgotten?" asked a L.A. Collegian writer.
In this decade of science, Americans have become obsessed with
the idea that to avoid destruction
or communist infiltration, it is
necessary for every institution to
accelerate and intensify its instructions in sciences: much to the
disadvantage of slower students
and much to the neglect of liberal
arts students.
One example should suffice to
illustrate the fallacy of such thinking: the economic standard of Ow

Penal Problems Talk Set

"You can have a good time in
prisons. They aren’t really so bad,"
stated Dr. Thomas C. Esseistyn,
professor of sociology, as he announced the Careers in correction
Conference Saturday morning In
CH149 and CHI50. Signup deadline for the conference is tomorrow in the social science office.
Theme for the event is Preparing for Careers in Probation, Parole, and Institutional Work, stated
Dr. Esselstyn. lie added that the
purpose is to bring correctional
fields to the attention of young
students so Oat they may tals.,
preparatory courses.
The conference is open to all
students of any major. It’s pointed
out that there is an increasing
opportunity for women, especially
in youth work.

’t .S. etillegs, and tuns ersities should set a minimum aritieement standard for -tudents attempting to
of higher education. graduate I ion,
Us in (:. I .orich. s ire president and director of the
fund for 1tIsancement for Education. gas e this ads ice
as he spoke at the N\ estern Regional NN orkshop on Higher
Francisco.
Education last Fridir.%
Ile suggested that in order to maintain -some le%el
of quality_ perhaps colleges ;mil uni%.rsities could establish cooperati%ely sonic minimum standards for graduastudent achieentent rather
tion on the basis
than accumulation cn.ilits..
It the right trackfor
e think perhaps Enrich i
any boost of education requirciiiiiit, %% ill raise the le%el
of Adneriran education to ruitipeie %%ill, European unisersities.
Enrich suggests that larliril tilt‘ Of rum pre!’ ensis e
,.aiiiinations. including oral test, iotild be administered
,O111:11111::

SIGNUP DEADLINE TOMORROW
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TICO TACOS

Fourth & St. James

Open Every Day

ARCHIME>S
makes another great discovery...

It

what’s up front
that counts

Cortier’J
HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO
Spec al Rates to Sororities
and Fraternities
Proofs shown on all placement
and graduation photos. Your
selection is Retouched.
41 North First Street
San Jose, California
CY 2-8960

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE
It’s a tradition to choose the bride’s rings from
our wide and varied stock! The years have proven
that our name is an unfailing guaranies of diamonds that live up to the highest standards of
quality ... settings that are always in good taste
... and value that cannot be surpassed. Let us
help you make your selection ... now!

CELEBRATE WITH US
OUR
ANNIVERSARY!

30th

Monday through Saturday, April 13 to 18

Full Course Dinner ONLY $1.00

USE OUR DIVIDED PAYMENT PLAN
fr

\T Q. LAN
eweter3
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foe Quoit, r
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I . .,
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First and San Fernando in Downtown San Jose

lib

Anni

y Menu

Soup
Tossed Green Salad with French or Roquefort Dressing
Choice of Entree:
Baked Ham with Fruit Sauce
Breaded Veal Cutlet
Roast Beef with Brown Gravy
Hamburger Steak
Vegetable - Potatoes - Coffee or Tee
Bread and Butter - Dessert
545 S. 2nd St,

Open 7 am, to 9 p.m.

You can reproduce the experiment.
It’s easy as 7r. (Yes, you can do it
in the bathtub.) Assuming that you
have first visited your friendly tobacconist, simply light your first Winston
and smoke it. Reasoning backwards,
the discovery proceeds as follows:
first, you will notice a delightful
flavor, in the class of fresh coffee or
of bread baking. Obviously, such

flavor cannot come from the filter.
Therefore, it’s what’s up front that
counts: Winston’s Filter -Blend. The
tobaccos are selected for flavor and
mildness, then specially processed for
filter moking. This extra step is the
real difference between Winston and
all other filter cigarettes. Besides,
it’s why Winston is America’s best’
selling filter cigarette.

"Eureka! Winston tastes good.
like a cigarette should!"
IllfYNOLOS MIAMI CO.. WINITONInf N. N.C.

Set Theater Chores Keep Prof. Busy
Iffice’s Riehara
Sociology De.
Coring the eon.
!harge.j. giant;
able in C822
ionizations, and
An the campta,
eon will follow

by Western Reserve University in
February, Dr. Neeson already had
begun his next task. He was planning the direction of what was to
be the next play in the Speech and
Drama Department, "Confidential
Clerk."
The department gave Dr. Neeson his choice of plays for his
slot in the yearly drama schedule. Ile Is an admirer of Eliot,
and he especially liked Ellot’s
job on "Confidential Clerk."
110 found it a play with literary
quality, audience appeal and good
acting parts. He announced it as
his choice, and his work began.
Last Friday night, about six
weeks after the first rehearsal,
’ Dr. Neeson’s choice opened in College Theater. "Full House" was
the box office report.
This must have reminded Dr.
Meson of the acceptance his other
plays have received at SJS. "The
Flies," a hit in January, went over
i as big as Eliot’s work, and his direction of a children’s play also
was successful.

by MIKE JOHNSON
Fine Arts Editor
The clacking typewriter on a
quiet Maine farm was busy last
summer. It turned out reams of
interpretations and facts about
theater history. Behind It sat Jack
Neeson-because of that quiet
summer- Doctor Jack Neeson.
Dr. Neeson started at SJS in
the fall just that much more prepared to teach his specialty, the
developtnent of drama.
officially named a Ph.D. holder

BAKMAS

THE HOUSE OF FLOWERS

S
BOUQUETS
CORSAGES
CY 2 0462 10th & Santa Clara
UNDERWOOD

CORONA

ROYAL

REMINGTON

The excellence of
perturmance can be accounted for
partly by following Dr. Neeson
through his impressive background.
The University of Deleware
graduated him with a MA. degree in 1940, and Virginia Theological Seminary granted him
his Muster of Fine Arts degree
In 1955.
Ile has taught at several schools
In the South, and was director of
Dock Street Theater in Charlg,-

Four top SJS dtIgt
ts ill ills-,
cuss integration problems and solutions this afternoon at 1:30 in
SD115 at a public meeting of Gavel and Rostrum.
Pres. Stanley Stevens said the
students will be competing for
three openings in a San Francisco
State College tournament slated
for April 24-25. One will be eliminated at the meeting this afternoon.
Robert (Pat) McClenithan. Everett Avila I both trophy winners .
last weekend I, Darlis Carle and ,

Os

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Free Parking

24 S. SECOND ST.

CYpress 3-6383

ri Every Day
"They won’t let me ride my bicycle
to the ’COOP’. Before ’ya know . . .
a guy won’t even be able to WALK
to the ’COOP’. In fact, in 9 weeks, the
’COOP’ won’t even BE!!"

SPARTAN
FOUNTAIN
Basement, Student Union Building

Shank’s Drive -In Cleaners
AND

SHIRT LAUNDRY
APPROVED SANITATION DRY CLEANING
"In at 9:00’ a.m. Out at 5:00
ONE DAY SERVICE

NO EXTRA CHARGE

Special

PANTS
55c

one week only

CY 3-3701

2nd & San Carlos
BUNGALOW
FOUNTAIN & BAKERY
Breakfast and Lunch
SPARTAN SPECIAL
Steak & Eggs
95c
, .-er, 7 days a week
630 to 3
,r of 9TH & WILLIAMS
In,oy the Difference
12,du a RALEIGH

PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 The Alameda
CY 3-9766

OFFICE HOURS
Spartan Oody Advertising Department
420 p.m.
1.45 pin
All phone calls regarding Display
at Room 16, Tower Hall.]
Ads should be made between the above
hours. (NB -Place Classified Ads

KBM
RENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
I KENNEDY EUSINESS MACHINES
CY 2-7501
96 E. San Fernand*

LARK’S

LICURSI’S
HAIR CUTS
THE BEST FOR LESS!
Under 12-41.2S
ADULTS $1.50
Sunday 1.12
Daily 8.1
ANY CUTS
421 EAST SANTA CLARA

DeLcious Hamburgers
and Special Orders
Stoll &
181 East
Isobc1
Santa Clara
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EUROPE

Dublin to the Iron Certain: Africa
to Sweden. You’r accompanied
--not herded. College ago *My.
Aiso short trips.
EUROPE SUMMER YOURS
tkos al -Pasadena, Cant

CAMPUS LAUNDERETTE
Quality Work
for Lower Prices
3 -hr. Laundry Serried,
IDay Cleaning Service
402 S. 3rd

4 P "
F 1,1 with a "Personality"

C P & 9
SERVICE andSTATION
Oil at Lowest

1’OUSE OF PIZZA
39S Almaden Ave.
CY 14908
Near the Civic Auditorium

I

Pramuirn Gas
of Prices!
Save Through Our Membership!
13th and Julian Sts,

FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS

A & M.
AUTO REPAIR

Golf Driving Range

STUDENT RATES
456 E. San Salvador
CYpress 2-4247

S. 10th & Tully Road

SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
35t bucket with ASB Card

is eft,

G reeks

Seek
New Queens

MS ocials

jtion rose for work on March Mel -

EDITOR: In a school such as
ours, where the latest scientific
techniques of education and administration are applied widely,
it’s a shame the art of advertising should lag so far behind.
Some advertisers seem to prefer
the cave-man tactics of blasting
their customers into submission
with speakers carefully aimed at
r he Library windows. How much
more pleasant it would be if they
could learn to disseminate their,
itformation in a less painful manner.
Salads in the Cafeteria could be
garnished with pimientos forming
the letters "D.D." to remind indolent students to pick up their
, Deadline Dinner tickets.
If the Army wishes to remind
us of its latest technical advances.
it could get the cafeteria to serve
. new dishes such as "Nagasaki
I Pudding," or "Strontium 90 Custard."
;
James. O. Peterson

’ Bike Rule Lauded
EDITOR: I have seen little or
no evidence of a rejection of the
Student Council decision t bicyclet
by a "majority" of the students.
There has been no mass demonstration in front of the Student
Union, below the ivy tower, or in
the sanctity of the Inner Quad. I
have not been asked to sign
petition indicating displeasure with.
the decision.
My commendation to the Student Council for making a decision
which, after careful investigation
’t felt to he in the best interest in
the majority,
8" for not being
coerced into changing it for those
few who consider it an imposition
to have to walk a short distance
from the perimeter of the campus
to class.
Sharon Maloney

Doesn’t Like Lyke
EDITOR: May I suggest what I
,onsider to be a most modest proposal: Lyke magazine is is rag!
I’m just sick and tired of hearing these journalism students
Mouth off week after week . . .
telling the campus through subtle
means just how great their talent
is. If I were susceptible to this
subliminal adtertising. I would be
thinking these people were all
destined. for Hemingwayism.
But, alas! This magazine proves
me right. For "professional pen.
pie." this is a joke. The writing is
iitvenile, some photographs are
abortions, and the advertising
!ooks like it was laid out with a
---------... YOUR EYES CAN ONLY
BE AS GOOD AS YOUR
GLASSES . . . DON’T LOOK
FOR CHEAP BARGAINS!

CONSULT
Dr. HAROLD HASKELL
Optometrist
Complete eye ’Nominations
and optical service.
Latest styled glasses
prescriptions filled
optical
and
No Appointment Necessary
Easiest Credit Terms
100 So. 1st St.
CY 7-1880

PHI
dALIePsItlA.
Initiates are Sandi Ashahraner,
Kathy Armstrong. Ellen Covey.
Mary and Sally Ellis, Elaine Fos- ’
ket, Jackie McKim, Gail Paisley,
Kathy Ritland, Adele Rossi, Janet
Rowe, Sue Schwartz and Sandy
Epperson.
Phyllis McDonald and Lihda
Carlisle recently were serenaded
Morally Committed by the brothers of Sigma Alpha
as new Daughters of Mi1:1 tITOR:
e constitutional
amendments proposed by Billy nerva,
Parker are most commendable. It GAMMA PHI BETA
Contestants for Pi Kappa Alpha
is high time we put into practice
what we as a nation have preach- Fireman’s Ball queen are Joan
Krueger, Renada Marston and
ed since 1776.
In light of a series of Supreme Maryle Mason,
Court decisions, we are morally KAPPA DELTA
Sue Perry is the sorority’s cancommitted to carry out a policy
of non-discrimination in relation- didate for Delta Sigma Phi fraship to ASH recognized organiza- ternity’s Neptune’s Bride. Lida
Baicher and Marie Durkee are
tions.
However, I hope the second candidates for Lambda Chi Alitnendmeitt provides for a waiting pha’s Crescent Girl.
period of two years before it be- KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
comes mandatory. This would give I Fraternity queen candidates are
organizations time enough Mary Jones and Anne Geraghty..
change their policies. The pro- PiKA Fireman’s Ball; and Sue
gress that has been made is com- Gaylord, Lambda Chi Crescent
mendable, but it must be extendLAMBDA CHI ALPHA
ed to all campus groups.
New pledges are Kent HerkenTo quote a speaker who recently
visited the campus. "It is time we ! rath, Larry Jordan, Rowland
make democracy work like it nev- Schwab, Wayne Thush and Roger
Van Grayrest.
er has before."
The brothers are busy planning
If we are to regain our position
at moral leadership in the world, Ifor their annual pushcart relays
we are going to have to apply all scheduled for May 15.
4emocratic principles of equality PHI MIi
Lorna Hummel is the nesseht
to all phases of public life, includpledge. Fraternity queen contesting student groups.
lants are Barbara Hartwig. Delta
John R. Bird
Sig Neptune’s Bride; and Diann
- i’,nning, Lambda Chi Crest Girl.

shotgun. I think these are the
most "unprofessional" people on
campus ... with the biggest egos.
I’d like to recommend that they
learn to read and write before
they try to communicate with the
mass.
Les Behan
_

Tibet Needs Help
1:151,1,1)1z:

in the throes of a sustained Corn munist suppression. This small
peace -loving nation is being ravished and humiliated by a Communist monster. For years, Tibetans have been struggling valiantly
to free themselves.
Up to this time they have not
been very effective because of the
lack of defensive arms and interest from the free world.
At Berkeley, a movement has
started to aid these unfortuates.
Men are being enlisted to join the
fight. But they need transportation. This is San Jose State’s opportunity to take the lead. A plane
Is necessary to aid the cause.
There are war-surplus aircraft
that are suitable for our needs in
aiding these freedom fighters This
.type of aircraft is obtainable at
, prices ranging from $3000 to
55000.
This should and must he a student body effort if it i to succeed.
Remember - NEVER AGAIN A
IHUNGARY.
William N. Craig

Faculty To Look
For O.T. Majors
Occupational therapy majors
stall be treated to a free barbecue
by their department faculty to.
morrow at 5:10 p.m. at the Worn ,m’s Gym barbecue pits.
Miss Guine%ere Wright, assistant professor of occupational therapy, will be chef, barbecuing chickens. Students are requested to
bring their own dinner utensils.
It is the first time they has"
had much an event, which will
take the place of a business meet
mg.

SPECIAL SERVICE

& Wiil ,,rn

If’s

Iona.
For a breath -taking spring formal!
We feature "Around the
Clock" date and casual
dresses.

ft:1

"APRIL LOVE"
April 25

See our smart coat
ensembles ... all
priced to fit your
budget.
Open Morciiy
Thur.:day ’til 9.
Bank Amedicard and
Fir.t National Charge Rif,:
Lay -away’. tc-.!
Free Parking Next Docr.
CY 4-4450

36 SOUTH SECOND STREET

When it comes to
DIAMONDS you’ll do
best at Proctor’s!

An emerald-cut diamond
with five baguettes in
a matching pair
VERY SPECIAL!
Both rings for

s395

y., .3

-^ri and laundry picked
le’iveted between the It: and 9 per. at no ad
-1str.
We operate rue own
,nd our wort is UNCONDITION
ALLY GUARANTEED.
Cal’ our Ce,Out rerr
;ev., Gwy Ressa
CY 2-7920. I-, a
CY 3 9972. rr the main ,
Ask about our saselI
introductory offer!

HAPPY COIN
LAUNDERETTE
DO IT YOURSELF
save up to 50%
Aqiiatz,r or Tumbler Machines
WE NEVER
PLENTY OF
PARKING
CLOSE

OUR ADVERTISERS

Sr II participate.
The topic will be the same as
CR. JACK tlEESOH
that selected for the SFS tournament: "What policy should be Milowed with respect to school integration?"
The event is called "discussion advocacy." Some of the phases in
the organization of the event are:
Definition of the problem; analysis
and causes of the problem; deter mutation of the ultimate goals of
ti good solution; advocacy (initial
Names are news at Alpha Ontidebate on the topic!, and two fin- roil Pi sorority. Carol Amable is
al debates.
!a contestant in Delta Sigma Phi
- fraternity’s Neptune’s Bride con test. Sandra Beach will serve as
chairman of the sorority entry in
the Lambda Chi Alpha pushcart ’
Brerliatyt.os.nJeealienhParecrmeeinedter aanrdecBoegtntiy..

Bad Ads?

Co-Ftec tonight will feattue the
iecond dunce lesson of a series.
Games and prizes also will be featured from 7:30 to 10 in WG22.
Separate groups will be organized
for beginning, intermediate, and
advanced dancers in the cha-cha
lesson program

PATRONIZE

4.. . ,_ a

FOR SALE
Used Standard and Portable Machined{
EASY PAYMENT PLAN

Est. 1900

.1111111.sted
students may
-ign up for various WAA activities reports Gerry Peterson, W.
AA president.
Miss Peterson points out that in
addition to indi%idual players, living groups also may take part in
bowling which is starting a nev%
quarter today at 4 p.m. It meets
at Bridgeman’s Recreation Center. 375 Santa Clara St.

Bg 99+ .

FOR RENT
Special Rental Rates for Students

D ADS- -5

’WAA Spring Sports Cha Cha Tonight
Include Bowling

bators To Discuss Integration

qpewrilers

24e

wOrked in 1..orahin
ton, S.C. Ile
with Sam Byrd Productions, arid
before coming to California he
taught for two years on the drama staff at Chatham College in
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dr. Neeson ’s "Confidential
Clerk" will run tonight, tomorrow,
Friday and Saturday at 8:15 in
College Theater. Reserved seats
, now are on sale at the box office.
Student price is 50 cents, non -students $1.

4P %DT

NO MONEY DOWN
Other Bridal Sets
from $100.00

TERMS TO SUIT YOU
All

,,r1.1/ fedeI

PlatWCYC

GARDEN CITY
CLEANERS

OPEN THURS. ’TIL 9

Quality Since 1910
183-185 E. Santa Clara
CY 2-7920

91 So. First Street, San Jose

eweletJ

SPECIAL
$3.50

CHEMICALLY

DON’T MISS THIS!

NOT STEAM

MOTORS
CLEANED

HAND CAR WASHING $1.50 & $2.00

15

MINUTE SERVICE

SPARTAN PARKING (ENTER
Directly across from the Library on 4th St.
AT THE SIGN OF THE CHEVRON

4SPARTAN DAILY
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’Bulldog Nine Snares
Two From Spartans

Spartan Netters
Top Santa Clara
Bill Schaefer, varsity net ace, had himself a field day yesterday at the expense of Santa Clara. While the Spartans were
downing the Broncos 7-2 on the winner’s courts, Schaefer Jefeated Bob Campbell, 6-0, 6-0, in the number one singles
match.
Schaefer and teammate Bob Namba combined their efforts
in a 6-0, 6-0 victory over Jerry Hanka! and Paul Vert in the
top doubles match.
The doubles and singles victorGiants Sell Giel
SAN FRANCISCO CPOPit- ies gave Shaefer a combined total
BILL SCHAEFER
cher Paul Giel, bonus baby from for the day of 24 wins and no
... have racket will travel
the University of Minnesota, was losses.
In the other top matches Bob
sold by the San Francisco Giants
to Pittsburgh Monday for the Namba and Doug Loomis stood
out for the Spartans.
waiver price of $20,000.
Coach Butch Krikorian used
T h e 27-y e a r-old righthander,
who won All-American honors in yesterday’s matches as a tune-up
football, had a 4-5 record with the for the Spartans’ upcoming duels
with Pepperdine and the powerful
Giants last season.
Bruins of UCLA.
The Bruins whipped Stanford
Saturday, 8-1. The Indians are the
only team to conquer SJS this
season. They turned the trick in
a match at Stanford April 6.
SINGLES RESULTS
seek
Bill Schaefer (SJS) def. Bob
Campbell 6-0, 6-0; Bob Namba
(SJSI clef. Jerry Hanka] 6-3, 6-0;
Doug Loomis ( SJS I def. Paul Vert
6-4, 6-3; Jim Henkel (SC) clef. Del
SouSAN FRANCISCO (UPI
Larsen 3-6, 6-3, 6-2; Steve Devin thern California opinion to the
(SCI def. Randy Binkley 3-6, 6-1, contrary, Stanford University has
6-2: Bret Stauffer (SJS) def. Bert no intention of de-emphasizing its
Degheri 6-0, 6-1.
intercollegiate sports program, acDOUBLES RESULTS
cording to assistant athletic direcSchaefer-Namba ( SJS) def. Jer- tor Chuck Taylor.
ry Hankel-Vert 6-0, 6-0. Loomis:
"Just because we haven’t joinLarsen (SJS) clef. Jim Hankaled the Big Four there have been
No need to. really. By starting
Degher
I
6-2,
6-0;
third
doubles
your savings program now, you
reports from Southern Califormatch forfeited to San Jose,
can get on a road that leads
nia that we are planning to di’somewhere.
emphasize sports," Taylor said.
Provident Mutual offers a variety
"Nothing could be farther from
of life insurance plans with prothe truth. Our president, J. Waltaction and savings features,
lace Sterling, says that the addesigned to take care of your
ministration has gone on record
present and future needs. Putting aside Just a few dollars a
San Jose Sta, - freshman base- for a vigorous athletic program."
month now can begin your lifebel squad, following four succesTaylor predicted that the Stantime financial planning.
sive setbacks, bounced back Satur- ford football fortunes would irnYour campus representative IS
day to hand the University of cat I prove this fall.
well qualified to discuss these
freshmen a 2-1 setback in munici-"we have a fine young crop
plans with you. Get in touch with
pal Stadium.
coming along," he said, "and our
him for more information.
Today the Spartans will Journey quarterback. Dick Norman, is the
LARRY BAKER
to Stanford to meet the Stanford best young quarterback I’ve ever
DAVE MORKETTER
frosh on the freshman diamond,
n..RON ROBINSON
Game time is 3:15 p.m.
BILL STURGEON
Looking into the future. Taylor
I Righthander Gary Ryan twirled said the Indians would play both
210 North 4th Street
CV 7-5707
a masterful three-hitter at the Army and Navy at Palo Alto in
Bears as the freshman turned in 1965. He said the Stanford schePROVIDENT MUTUAL
their best performance of the sea- dules were complete through 1964
Life Insurance Company
of Philadelphia
son. Ryan collected two hits and and will include the same seven
drove in the eventual winning run opponents the school played as a
in the third inning.
member of the Pacific Coast ConLynn Guerra slammed out two ference.
Patronize Our
hits to share the hitting honors
He said Stanford might not
Advertisers
with Ryan.
meet all the northwest schools
every year after 1064, with the
exception of Washington, but
Expert Instruction on Our Own Alley
added that was not to be interSAL DE LUNA
FUZZY SHIMADA
preted as "dropping" these
teams.
BALLS - BAGS - SHOES
SLACKS
BLOUSES
SHIRTS - TROPHIES
"It’s a meter of fitting our schedule to theirs," he said. "Also, we
intend to schedule San Jose State ,
every year. We feel we have a fu- I
"Th. Imam with an Alley"
ture game of traditional propor"Brunswick"
tions with that school."
Open Thursdays
501 W. SANTA CLARA
CV 5-4647
Till p.m.

porb

Cards Include
SJS Eleven
In Grid Plans

6oliki’ IN ciRc4s?

Frosh Baseballers
’Edge Baby Bears

.; n, trio, Reservations now to,
’..rarrlf rates. 21/2 blks. from campus,
561 S. 7th. Call CV 5.0410.

Walking Shorts
Wash
Wear

Maritime Academy
Meet Cancelled

POLICE OFFICER
CITY OF SAN JOSE

4O3 -5O3 Month

To Qualify:

BOATS,

Apply:

MARSHALL
BOAT SHOP

SMART STUDENTS

0

el

\

VATIGI-IN’S
STUDENT CLOTHING UNION

SPORT SHIRTS
BROWSE THROUGH OUR IMPORTANT
SELECTION OF SHORT SLEEVE PULL
OVERS PRINTS, AND STRIPES. AS LO".
AS $3.21 WITH STUDENT Discouw
P.S. POLISHED COTTON BABY CORD /04.
. . . $2.57
SOLID COLOR BERMUDAS
121 SOUTH 4th .

the alley"

Studio and 1 bdrnn, furn. 2-3 ea. $85 up.
712 S. 10th. CV 5.5311 or eves. CV 44229.
Pure. Quiet, homelike &mos.
Cabin
phere. CV 4-8706.
1 or 2 guys to share apt. $32.50 ea. 588
S. 10th. CV 3.3486.

Furn, I 11 2 bdrm. opt. $32.50 ea. Cell
FOR SALE
CV 2-5449 or CV 2-3385 after 5 P.m.
Now eecepting res. for fall 211471. 2-bdET. ’49 Studs. Econ.. new ps nt. FR 8.4178.
tiros, suitable for 4. $160 mo. Cell CV 1959 Renault R&H, w.w. $350 for ogJity
7.2192 or apply Mgr., apt. no. 1, 571 Call FR 8.4526 after 5:30.
S lit. St.
M. Cycle--Parilla must sell. Econ. and
Accepting res. for summer, June IS. speed. UN 7 3589 eves.
Sept. IS. 2.bd,ra. ep.s. $ [00 cnr opt
Suitable for 4 persons. CV 7-2192, apt. Monsa Scooter 11114. 2 mo. old. Cheap.
No. 1, 571 S. 7th.
Ne> reasonabie offer cefused. Cell AN
4 4732.
Furn. studiosell elec. new. 175 and up.
as., 1 bdrrn. apt. 617 S. 9th.
Men’s bike 26" lightweight 3.speed $25.
CV 7-7346 after 4 p.m.
Summer Rates’t Beqn Marc., dei.oe
2 bedrrn. apts. for wf men st!.,dents. Now ’51 Fiat 1100 Sedan, $400 down, radio
resting for summer for $25 per month full equip. Contact Robert Quiet, 453
’ .dont, 415 S. 5th, CV 2-3095.
S. 5t1, Sr. Apt. 6. CV 3-3780.
Rates ww $25 per stutter!. Now
WANTED
do ill", apts. rornpinte’y
gro,cs of 3 to 6 MAW Need a Mem to live, rept fro*?
April IS. W er!,.0
st,cler’s. Water and gab. pad. 545 S. 1 have a nice bachelor cottage neer
7.11. CY 2-5732.
town in the east foo+h;l1 eras. Will ex
charge that, with utilities, for there’.
FALL RENTALGirls,. kit, prin. 2 legs. atourd oloce. It it about sir miles out on
newly dec. odrms. Pre., kit., bath, study, you wit Intel your own .rinst55rMtiln.
furn.,
in:. 347 S. 12th, CV 3-2510 Coll CV 5.0215 or CL 8.4988 evenings.
for 000T.
MI ELLANEOUE
Pure. etudIe. I end 2 bdr.n. aph. W -w
carpet 1apci New bldg. 1/2-blk.
repairs all ktg buil,, low
rata
Weer*
from campus. i.e. Kirby, mgr. CV 4.9042
rates. CV 4.9687 MWF after 3.
Iern. rum. apt. 1100. Suitable for 2 or
HELP WANTED
3 adults. Ears nice. See to appreciate.
- -----276 No, 3rd St. Apt A.
Parr-fine* methet’s helper warted until
enn.’sn
NO* apts. 1 or 2 bdrrns.
’4.
t^st
for

Mos,

STANFORD (UP1,
TraciPf
coach Peyton Jordan
has arj
nounced that Stanford
had put is
a bid for the 1960
Summer OlYat
plc trials.
The trials were last
held at the
go,000-seat Stanford
Stadium in
1932, the year the
games were
held in Los Angeles.

THERE’S AN IMPORTANT FUTURE AHEAD FOR THE MEN
WHO WEAR THESE WINGS’

CLASSIFIEDS

FOR RENT

I Farm Seeks Trials

Chicago Cubs shortstop, Ernie
Banks slammed out two home
runs as the Cubs scored a 5-2 win
over the San Francisco Giants before an opening crowd of 22,485
Fresno State Bulldogs, behind some steady pitching, took at Seals Stadium yesterday.
the measure of the San Jose State Spartans last night as they
Line score:
000 200 021-6 6 I’
Chicago
copped both ends of a twi-night doubleheader before a sparse San Francisco
020 000 000-2 9 2
(9) and Chiti; SanElston
Hillman,
crowd at Municipal Stadium.
ford, Worthington (9) and Schmidt.
HR.
games
LPSanford.
WPHillmen:
The Spartans were shut out without a run in both
Banks 2, Abu.
attack.
hitting
their
as two Fresno lefthanders stopped
NATIONAL LEAGUE
000 001 002 0-3 11 1
Philadelphia
In the first game lefthantler Denny Robertson limited the Milwaukee
000 001 011 1-4 12 0
Owens, Farrell (9) and Hagan: Spahn,
Spartans to three hits as the Bull-*
McMahon (10) and Crandall. WPMcdogs scored four runs in the first
Mahon (1-0). LPFarrell (0-1).
AMERICAN LEAGUE
inning and coasted to an easy 6-0
100 001 001-3 9 3
Washington
win. Righthander Harvey Casey
000 121 301-7 8 0
Boston
relieved Robertson in the sixth.
Pascual, Clevenger (7), Romonosky
Longest wear
Jim Long. Don Chrhothmsen
(8) and Courtney, Porter (8); Delock,
with .11540
Wall (7) and White. WPDelock 11-0).
and Jim Pusateri were the only
Coach Tom O’Neil, SJS swim- LPPascual (OA). HRBertoia, GerSpartans to garner any hits, all
ming coach, announced that the nert, Zauchin.
singles.
SANFORIZED.
000 000 100-1 5 0
Detroit
Righthander Julio Escamillio meet scheduled for today with the Cleveland
000 400 04x-8 7 I.
Wash
anyway
Use*
(6),
Morgan
(5),
Ash!
Bunning,
started for San Jose and was re- California Maritime Academy has
you please
(8). Nark/ski (Si and Wilson; Score
lieved by Bob Woods in the sev(0-1).
been cancelled.
(1-0) and Nixon. LPBunning
enth. Escamillio was charged with
Held 2, Strickland, Harris,
Next meet for the Spartan HRMinoso,
only $3.95
the loss, his first against one
009 200 200-13 17 0
New York
when
Friday
will
be
000 011 100 3 5 3
swimmers
Baltimore
triumph.
Per.
Howard;
and
(8)
Coates
Larsen,
Shortstop Mike Mathieson led they face Long Beach State in
tocarrero. Fisher (3), E. Johnson (6),
the Bulldogs at the plate with two Spartan pool.
Saturday, O’Neil O’Dell (8) and Triandos. WPLarsen
triples. Right fielder Stan Busch will send his swimmers against the 1-0). LPPortocarrero (0-1). HR
cashed in with two RBI’s.
best at the Cal Aggie Relays at Skowron, Pilarcik.
000 000 000-0 6 0
City
K
In the second game Spartan Davis.
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lefthander Larry Williams lost
The freshman Open Swim Meet
119 South First Street
Terry, Daley (8) and Chin: Pierce
a tight, 1-0, 11 inning ball game will go on as scheduled tomorrow (1-0) and Lollar. LPTerry (0-1).
to another lefthander Leroy afternoon in the Spartan pool.
Gregory of Fresno.
O’Neil’s freshmen have smashWilliams had the Bulldogs ed sixteen former frosh records
fairly well in tow until the 11th this season as well as establishing
when Jim Lester, Bulldog third several new varsity records.
baseman singled sharply to left
field, followed by a passed ball
FOR
and shortstop Augie Garrido’s No Mark for Nieder
single through the box scored the
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eventual winning run.
er’s shot put of 63 feet 81/2 inches
The Spartans had their best will not be submitted as a world’s
scoring opportunity in the bottom record "for a variety of reasons,"
of the 10th inning when Bobby according to officials of the HaKrail and Ted Coutts walked. waiian AAU.
Emmett Lee popped up to the infield fly and Jim Schmiedt grounded into a double play to cool the
AGE: 21-30
threat.
Williams struck out nine Ba2 -YEARS COLLEGE (60 Units)
(130ATAIGSUPPLS)
dogs while issuing five free passes
HEIGHT: 5’8"
Gregory took over from right Building and Repairing
bander Dick Doepker in the
WEIGHT: Proportionate to Height
shah Inning and struck out nine
14 -ft. Runabout, like new
and walked two batters.
VISION: 20:30 (Uncorrected
$365.00
Lee led the hitting department
DRIVERS LICENSE
with two hits, one a solid double
Stock and Custom Built
to the left center field wall. Krail
CITIZENSHIP
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and Coutts collected the other
OUTBOARDS
Spartan hits.
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San Jose Bowling Supply

Classified Rates:
25c line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum.
To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office,
Room IS, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders

Cubs Top Giants
Before Full House

’

The Air Force pilot or navigator is a man of many talents. He is, first of all,
a master of the skiesand no finer exists. In additioib he has a firm background in astro-navigation. electronics, engineering and allied fields. Then.
too, he must show outstanding qualities of leadership, initiative and selfreliance. In short, he is a man eminently prepared for an important future
in the new Age of Space. Find out today if you can qualify as an Air Force
pilot or navigator. Paste the attached coupon on a postal card and mail it now.
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Aviation Cadet information. Dept. A -RA
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SPUR Squares
Candidate Row
Rich Hill, presidential candidate, has told the Spartan
Daily that members of the SPUR slate are "running as inchnot officially supported by, nor do they repre\ Alai- and are
arty one particular group."
The statement came following publication of the hiderildent Men’s Council’s proclamation that they officially are

-uporting any election applicants.

Penology Society
Being Revamped;
Members Wanted

ply $3.95

none higher

Street

Sigma Pi Alpha, professional
penology fraternity, wilt be ccuunped after a semester of inaeth ity, according to wino’
Schmidt, adviser.lions,.1
Gerald Norviel, freshman pen ology major. is attempting to
form a new campus chapter of the
club. "We should have the first
meeting of interested persons in
about a week," he said.
Sigma Pi Alpha gradually dwindied in membership, said Norviel,
as members graduated or couldn t
participate because of work.
"But I’ve contacted seven penology majors, about 25 per cent
of these majors at SJS, and they
,eem interested in the club," he
said.
Norviel, added he hoped other
interested persons will contact
him.

Christian Fellowship
To Discuss Existence
"The Dilemma of Human Existence" will be discussed by United
Campus Christian Fellowship at
the Student Christian Center, 92
5. 5th St., Thursday at 7 p.m.
Questions such as "Can man
order his own world?" and "What
can man expect of himself or
to he diseased

ight
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’NIGHT TO
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KENNETH MORE

and

’THE TRUE STORY
OF LYNN STUART’
BETSY PA LI,/rP

"We are not trying to mislead
anyone concerning SPUR or identity of those supporting our candidates," he said. "Although SPUR
Is recommending candidates from
different interest groups, we do
not wish to infer that these groups
are formally supporting us."
He added that this is one of the
trends from past elections that
SPUR is trying to avoid.
" The evaluation of a candidate
should be based on his qualiticalions, sincerity, capabilities and
what he stands for, not because he
belongs to a specific interest
group," he concluded.

Metallurgical Talks
Televised Weekly
To Lecture Hall
A :i0-tilitirite lecture demonstration is conducted each Monday in
the metallurgical laboratory and
televised to approximately 130
students in the Engineering Bldg.
Lecture Flail.
The series, consisting of six
demonstrations performed by
James F. Anderson, head of metallurgical and chemical engineering.
are viewed by lower division students enrolled in a Materials and
Processes course.
"Televising a demonstration to
a group seated in an auditorium
not only makes it possible for more
students to view the demonstration," Anderson said, "but it also
enables them to view it more effectively though the use of closeups and other TV techniques."
Demonstrations include hardness testing, tensile testing, casting, core-making, sand testing and
metallographic specimen preparation.

Illnesses Set Record Here
Virus-caused colds flooding the
I McFadden Health Cottage made
March 30 to April 3 the cottage’s
most .congested period according
to Dr. Thomas J. Gray, M.D., director of the Student Health
Service.
There were 29 patients in the
Health (’ottave for 53 pationt-

Spartaguide
TODAY
ALPHA BETA ALPHA, free coffee
and cookies for librarianship majors and
minors. L115, 2 to 4 p.m.
ISO, planning meeting for International Day, Cafeteria, 2:30 p.m. Participating clubs requested fia send representatives.
ACCOUNTING LABORATORY, TN 124, 7:30 p.m.
INDEPENDENT WOMEN’S COUNCIL, Independent Men’s Council, joint
meeting to plan dance, CH348, 7 p.m.
All independents invited to attend,
THtTA SIGMA PHI, meeting to discuss initiation and pay dues, Spartan
Daily office, 8 P.m.
GREEK WEEK, discussion dinner,
speakers, Cafeteria, 5:30 p.m.
EL CIRCULO CASTELLANO, Jos.
Antonio Rivers to give a talk on the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico," CH.
162, 7 p.m.
GAMMA DELTA, film "The Life of
Marlin Luther," First Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 7 p.m. Open to all students.
RALLY COMMITTEE, meeting, 3:30
p.m., place not announced.
NEWMAN CLUB, Newman Hall, class
on papal teachings, 3:30 p.m.
BOOK TALK, Cafeteria rooms A and
B, 12:30 p.m.
GAVEL 8 ROSTRUM, executive committee meeting, SD 115, 1:30 p.m.

days for the week ending April 5.
By last week, however, the toll
had dropped to 10 patients and
20 patient days,
Dr. Gray said the virus-caused
colds resulted when students
"made contact with new and
strange organisms during the vacation."
Colds "made people feel miserable," he said, because they were
accompanied by watering of the
eyes, sneezing, and congestion in
the head.

Students Meet Today
To Plan Homecoming
ilomecoming subcommitteemen
were chosen last week by Chairman Bob Wright for this year’s
Nov. 7 football celebration.
In charge of coordinating activities with downtown merchants
will be Chuck Wilson; parade, Bill
Moore; publicity, Reg Oliver; and
queen contest, Sally Hernandez,
The Homecoming game will be
played against University of Hawaii.
DIRTY WORD IN CAL?
NEW YORK (CPI)
Renault,
the French auto maker, announced
it has changed the name of its
flash import, the Floride, to
Caravelle. because of fears it
might not sell in California with
the old nalne.

39n9
Skating Rink Scene
Rally Committee Eyes Pep Convention
For Independent
Party Tomorrow

The CsTA esecutise board
meet’s tonight at 7 In TI19 to
dIstittss the (’STA beat-Is part)
planned for Sunday at SeactUf.
Prices are set at 50 cents for
members and 75 cents for guests.
For resersations, students may
contact Vision Hilts, (’’press
2-9378.

The May 23 high school pep
convention will be discussed at :
the Rally Committee meeting today at 3:30 p.m. Carol Sandell,
Rally Committee chairman, said
that all students are invited to
attend the open meeting at which
committee chairmen for the PPP
workshop will be selected.

1tollerland 1060 The Alameda,
will be the scene tomorrow night
if a skating party sponsored by
the independent men’s and womcies groups. The event is scheduled
6 to 8 p.m.
The Independent Men’s Council
and the Independent Women’s
Housing Council will meet tonight
in CI1348 to discuss plans for the
forthcoming "Jack of Heart"
dance which will be held in nic
Cafeteria May 2 from 9 p.m. to I
a.m. All students are invited t.,
attend.
Ratification of the charter and
its submission for approval by th..
Student Council are slated for
the next meeting of the IMC Monday night.

Summer in Mexico
Offers Language
Study, Six Credits
Fifteen students from San Jose
State and Sacramento State colleges will go to Mexico City June
26 to Aug. 9 to study the Spanish
language and Mexican civilization.
The group will be led by J. Reid
Scott, assistant professor of modern language.
Students may earn six units of
upper division credit. The $280
fee includes room and board in
Mexican homes, tuition, state college summer school fees, individual work with the instructor and
side trips.
Not included in the fee is transportation to Mexico City and
back.
Students will attend morning
classes at the Institute Superior
de Estudios Commerciales and in
the afternoon take special tours
or hear lectures.
Students should have completed
Intermediate Spanish or have
equivalent knowledge of the language.
There are two or three more
openings. Students interested may
make a $50 deposit as soon as
possible with Scott in 06.

Academy Award Winner
of the Year’s Best 5 Films’
nos
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THETA SIGMA PHI, initiation, College Chapel, 5:30 p.m.; dinner after.
Informal dress.
WEST COAST NATURE SCHOOL,
Death Valley reunion, Student Union,
7:30 p.m. Participants requested to bring
slides, movies, photographs of the trip.
Refreshments will be served.
SIGMA DELTA CHI, meeting, Cafeteria snack bar, 8 p.m.
SECONDARY EDUCATION MAJORS
planning to student teach during the
fall semester must sign up in NSA
this week.
-
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GRUVER TIRE CO.
XTRA MILEAGE

RECAPS...$9?sadTa
Motor Tune-up
Wheel Alignment
Richfield Gas

Rebuilt Fuel Pumps

WATER PUMPS

Gua,ar.te..d

Factory re.
built, pressure
tested, qUaranteed.

Also Academy Award Winning
Cartoon
’KNIGHTY KNIGHT BUGS’

Rebuilt

BRAKE SHOES

8.95

Double Action
reg 8.95 478
now
E.ch.

We have a
large stock of
water pumps for CADILLAC,
CHRYSLERS and NASH cars
at REDUCED PRICES

Top Quality, heavy
duty. Dual Friction.

Real power for those

MUFFLERS &
emergency stops.
REBUILT MASTER CYLINDER TAILPIPES installed
Set
tan
Top Quality Wheel
2 sal Can
Cylinders Repair Kits
MOTOR
Original Equipment
Quality Guaranteed
BOND
Keep in Top Shane
OIL
L349

LUBE JOB!
only $1.50

Rebuilt Generators

nOw

3.95..

For All Cars
REBUILT REGULATORS
’de lAr

Dy

3.98

with A.S.B. Cord
on SUN., MON. & TUES.

Lowest Gas Prices

694

by Factory tra,led

expertS.

SGH GREEN STAMPS

HERB’S WILSHIRE
SERVICE

each
Master Cylinder

evch.

OPEN THURS. NITE
UNTIL 9 P.M.

119

Kits
only.

1.49
F ,,.

"1,
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Al It}
C\ 2-3567
3rd & San Salvador

N. Fourth St. and St. John

English: BOORISH LOVER BOY
ThinhIlah translation: The appropriate
word for this gent is Crassanova! Main
reasons: 1. He’s the only guy we know
who sends mimeographed love letters. 2.
He’s the only guy who doesn’t make
advances when he runs out of gas (the
gal’s too busy pushing his car). Too
thoughtless to buy his own cigarettes,
this bird only dates girls who appreciate
the honest taste of fine tobacco. "We
always have something in common," he
says. "Her Luckies!"

lifornia pants

8 4 0 5

Thinkhsh: AFFLICTIONARY
English: FOSSILIZED

REPTILE

"RALLY ROUND
THE FLAG
BOYS"

1.,q11:11

BOTH for 75C
ALSO
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A YEAR
SINCE
YOU’VE
TOUCHED
ME.:

’JEAN
Home

BeFere
DariC

()HERLIHY FUMING PMBALIST i
.MERVYN lt ROY

English

RUN-DOWN CHICKEN COOP

5
Thinklish:
NOS, PLAN

ROCKODU.E
SIAlt

Thinklish. GOBLIDATION
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HENEMENT
Of SANTA CLAIM

INSIST ON
’LUCnOJ
STRIP!!
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IN GOOD
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SAILOR’S DEBT
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PAUL NEWMAN
JOANNE WOODWARD
JOAN COLLINS
JACK CARSON

SIMMONS
TECHNICOLOR’

F..c.ory

Single Action
reg 3.98 198

Beachers

5. SANTA. CLAP. A

The Taw Story Ilehlwal
um Wears Stratowaf LOWN111

--SAL MINE

Brake Work
Car Polishing
Goodyear Tires

AT OUTSTANDING SAVINGS FOR STUDENTS

Follow the Sun
in

YOU’LL BE

TONKII

CY 3-7366

TOP QUALITY REPLACEMENT PARTS

LEXICON
English: MEDICAL

THIS IS THE
BIG SHOW!

I,, V,’,u’,,nCotou

WALiT DIONbY.S

BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

270 W. SAN CARLOS

ANN ARBOR, Mich (UPI) Three coeds at the University et
Michigan are rocking tradition’,
boat by studying naval architecture. Their presence in what used
to be all -male classes has at time,
caused consternation among thus. accustomed to occasionally livening up classes with a salty Mot,
once in a while.

Rodeo
NEW YORK (UPI)
rules ban professional officials and
require every judge to be an active rodeo contestant

NIllIAM

OLD
NAN AND
WIN 1111,Z1*

Sahara Oil Co.

TOMORROW

.
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Four Rally subcommittee chairmanshlps are now open to applicants. Students interested in heading committees on stunts, cards,
publicity and art may make application in the Student Union.
Applications are due April 20.

SCHOLARSHIP DEADLINE
Today is the deadline for scholarship applications to be turned
into the Scholarship ()file,
Adm269.

RUA/atm

EL RANCHO

slAtz.i .sN

1Vcdnmlny. April 15.

CSTA Beach Party

COMPANY
tLf
You see Bleachers everywhere. Trim fit, 4 peckers
and smart mid -calf length.
Heavy-duty Sanforized
and high -lustre mercerized
twill in Red, Navy, Black
and White.
26 to SO, 4.95 6 lo 12, 3.911

at your Favorite
Campus Store

LUCKY
STRIKE
CIGARETTE’

"

HOW TO MAKE *2 5
Take a wordambition, for example. With it, you can make fake desire to
succeed shambition ), acting aspirations hambition the desire to study
(crambition) or the urge to win at bridge ( slambition 1. That’s Thinklishand
it’s that easy! We’re paying $25 for the Thinklish words judged bestyour
check is itching to go! Send your words to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon,
N. Y. Enclose your name, address, university and class.

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
Product of 014-e ,,lertAtiean Seweetrenratt, ---../Atare is our middle nano.

Pow

Color Reproductions
of Famous Paintings
Liquidation of well-known print publisher’s stock of beautiful, giant.
sized color prints. Choose masterpieces by world-renowned art;s+s.
Landscapes, Seascapes Portraits, Still-Lifes ... by Picasso, Wrillo,
Degas, Van Gogh, Renoir, Matisse, Rouault, Soyer, many other:
Fabulous values originally published at $3 to $15! Huge variety
of subjects and artists to choose from ... Limited quantities on
some titles ... buy now!
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